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Uppsala. 

 

Uppsala is located about an hour north of the capital Stockholm. It is a great city which 

has a population of around 150,000. The best thing about Uppsala is that it really is just a 

bigger version of Dunedin; the town is centred on its university of 45,000 students which 

is great. The main form of transport for students in Uppsala is by bike which is perfect 

because everything is close and convenient and the city caters for cyclists in terms of 

paths and designated areas for parking. Uppsala is a beautiful place in the summer which 

involves going to the nearby lake or river, having ‘fika’ (afternoon tea) with friends and 

enjoying all the shops and cafes the centre has to offer. In the winter it turns into a 

wonderland with all the snow in the city.  

 

Uppsala University 

 

The university is located right in the centre of town and no matter what hostel 

accommodation a student is in it can only be 10 minutes bike away at the most. From 

what I’ve Uppsala has the biggest exchange programme in the world with over 2000 

exchange student there, so there are plenty of people to meet. The best thing about the 

exchange programme there is that it truly is global with students from Africa, Central and 

Eastern Europe, Australasia, Asia, Middle East and all of the Americas. The university 

offers great help during your stay and there is a designated person who helps you with 

accommodation, course and exams. There is also the option for signing up to the mentor 

programme when you arrive which I did not do, but can be useful when you first arrive 

and it’s another Swedish person you can interact with throughout your exchange. I had 

many good nights and game days with my friends’ mentors.  

 

The semester is split into 4 blocks which when you compare it to Dunedin is that a 

semester programme is done in every block so you learn that paper alone, then sit the 

exam and move on which makes it simple. The examination structure is very relaxed, 

partly because you’re an exchange student but also for the fact that you can re-sit your 

exam if you fail it.   

 

When you arrive in Uppsala you have to sign up to a nation. Every student has to do this 

to be part of the university, they are like student societies. I think there are like 13 of 

them but each one offers something different depending on the student. I joined 

Stockholm nation because they had great lunches, the opportunity to work in the cafeteria 

with Swedish people, best place to be on a Thursday night and great events. But there are 

other nations which focus more on art things, sport things and partying on the various 

nights. All the information for each nation is provided on registration with the university. 

 

 

 

 

 



Accommodation 

 

There are many hostels you can choose from, I will obviously recommend Flogsta which 

I stayed at and a lot of my friends transferred to during the semester. There are 2000 

people at the residence and 400 exchange students with regular parties in the hostel. You 

get a room with a single bed and your own shower and toilet with a communal kitchen 

and lounge. There are plenty of washing facilities for clothes. On my floor which is the 

same for everyone there are 32 people split into two corridors. There is a great mixture of 

Swedish people and exchange students. The rent for this place was pretty much my 

studylink payment of $160 a week.  

 

 Building 4, Flogsta 

 

Money 

 

Money is always going to be an issue in Scandinavia. All I can recommend is that food, 

alcohol, events and transport are expensive to you need to cater for that. Budget for more 

than you think because as an exchange student there are so many social events to attend 

that it’s hard to live on a Dunedin budget. Also I must recommend that you save some of 

your money for travelling after the exchange as you meet so many people there that you 

team up with them to explore Europe. One of the highlights of my trip was after 

exchange I went to eastern Europe for new years and a weeks skiing in Austria with 

friends I had meet, great fun but expensive. 

 

Clothing  

 

In the summer it is shorts and sandals weather but as soon as the winter really hits in late 

October you need warm clothing:  jacket and thermals. If you arrive in the summer like I 

did don’t even worry about the winter gear, just buy a jacket when your over there 

because space in your bag is always going to be limited especially if you are travelling 



Europe before your exchange. I recommend getting a warm jacket and your laptop for 

example posted over there after you arrive to save you carting it all over Europe. 

 

Summary 

 

Going on exchange to Uppsala was easily the best experience of my life, the people I 

met, the place I got to see and to actually live in a foreign country amongst the local 

people who are so culturally different to New Zealanders was great. If you are a person 

who gets a little home sick don’t worry because there are plenty of Australians and New 

Zealanders in Uppsala that make you feel at home. The social life and night life there is 

second to none and because even the Swedes speak English (even better than we do) and 

can get along with everyone and really get involved. 

 

 

Recommendations (actually must do’s) 

- Booze Cruise to Finland 

- Economic Orientation programme (anyone can join) 

- International gasque (ball) 

- Play a social sport 

- Volunteer at you nation 

- Trip to Lapland 

- Buy a bike on day one 

- And pretty much just be a social animal! 

 

 

Flogsta in the Snow 



Uppsala in the summer 

My Innerbundy Hockey team 


